
Detailed Answers to All Web Hosting Needs Now Available for Free in 

Hostmonopoly.com.  

 

Finding all information pertaining to web hosting from a single platform is now possible, 

thanks to Michael Bashi's new training website Hostmonopoly.com. This website is a 

free tutorial for business owners looking to efficiently set up and manage their business 

website. Mr. Bashi has reviewed all website hosting companies on the market before 

introducing this website.   

 

Highly useful web hosting tips from well known business consultant Michael Bashi can 

now be availed absolutely free of cost. His new website Hostmonopoly.com is a unique 

online platform that has been created on the basis of the findings of extensive research 

carried out by Mr. Bashi and his highly proficient colleagues. This website consists of a 

video presentation revealing the name of the most reliable web hosting service. It also 

provides all necessary guidelines to manage a website hosting account. Michael Bashi 

has developed many popular online training programs over the last few years and has a 

huge pool of students around the world.   

 

Unlike most other web hosting review websites, Hostmonopoly.com is highly 

trustworthy because the reviews have been conducted by the creator of the website. Mr. 

Bashi purchased hosting accounts with all service providers and tested them by uploading 

a site. Sufficient amount of visitors were also sent.  After thorough monitoring of traffic 

and several other factors, he has been able to find the website host that provides 

maximum performance. Every online business owner can now stop wasting time 

changing hosting companies frequently and sign up for the free video tutorial by 

providing a valid email address.  

 

Like many online business owners, Mike Bashi also found it extremely difficult to find a 

good web hosting service at the beginning of his career. However, he has been using 

only one service for all his business requirements since last six years. Talking about his 

new training website, he says, "Hostmonopoly is a great resource because it can help you 

build a website quickly without wasting time and money on sub standard hosting 

services. You would never have to change your service provider because you would be 

dealing with the best ".    

 

About Hostmonopoly.com:  Hostmonopoly.com is a review website launched by noted 

business consultant Michael Bashi. This website helps entrepreneurs find out the best 

web hosting service provider with a comprehensive, free training video.  

 

 

 

Contact:  

Mr. Michael Bashi 

http://www.hostmonopoly.com 
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